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How to create monthly ProfitKeeper reports (US Version) 
 

The first time you run a report, you will need to process more than one month to get current. 

1. Enter all chapter financial data into Quickbooks no later than the 15th of the month (i.e., 
close out February by March 15th). 

2. Log into ProfitKeeper. 
3. U.S. chapters will connect ProfitKeeper to Quickbooks and upload Profit & Loss and 

Balance Sheet files from that account (make sure to specify which chapter if you 
manage multiple accounts).   

4. The first month you import these files, you may need to map the fields for your Profit & 
Loss and Balance Sheets. Do this by dragging items from the left-hand side to the 
corresponding fields on the right-hand side. Unless you add new fields, you will not need 
to repeat the mapping process again, but you can edit it to correct mistakes. 

5. After Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet are uploaded, click Finished. 
6. View reports & analytics, if desired, to measure progress against global baseline and 

target areas of improvement.  

The monthly process 

1. Log in to ProfitKeeper by the 15th of each month after you close your financials on 
Quickbooks  

2. Click on To-Do List 
3. Click Import & Next Steps (for Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet) 
4. Click Finish 

 

  

Don’t forget to 
click Finish 
when you’ve 
completed all 
the steps. 
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One-Time Process: Mapping Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet  
Log into ProfitKeeper 

 

Upload Profit & Loss file 
 

 
Either log into Quickbooks to pull file or upload 
the file from your desktop. If you upload files, 
they must be in CSV format. 

Select the chapter you’re importing data for 
and click next step 

 
 

Use chart of account numbers to map accounts 
from the box on the left to the box on the right. 
Net income or loss is always at the top. 

 

On the right, find the account you want to 
map to. Click drag and drop the account on 
the left that needs to be mapped 
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Once everything is mapped, you will see the 
items you dragged over displayed under the 
Account Mappings. Click Next Step. 

 
 

Repeat the process with your Balance 
Sheet. 

 

Did you make an error in your reporting? Fix 
the mistake in Quickbooks and then re-import 
into ProfitKeeper -> Then, click the field that 
needs to be corrected 

 
 

Need help? Get in touch with the 
ProfitKeeper team. 
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ProfitKeeper Reports You’ll Use Most 
Go to the Reports tab and “Create Report.” 
Note that you might need to enable pop-ups. 
Reports will be displayed in a new tab. 

 

Download the Approved Chart of Accounts. 
when you’re mapping the first time to use 
as a guide. 

 
Balance Sheet lets you view all your assets. 
 

 

Income statement will show the data 
reported for that month plus year to date 
(YTD) numbers = Net Income is at the 
bottom 

 
Financial Report Account Mapping will help you 
see how you’ve mapped accounts 
 

 

You can export reports in CSV or Excel 
formats. If you manage multiple chapters, 
you can run reports to compare them side 
by side. 
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ProfitKeeper Analytics – The Dashboard  
Report Card gives you a high-level analysis 
of your financial performance broken into four 
categories – income, cost of sales, labor 
costs and operating costs 

 
 

You’ll be able to see how your chapter is 
performing over different periods 
 

 

Hover over the Sparkline to see specific 
events.  

 

You can compare performance by region. 
 

 
Adjust the Period Analysis parameters to 
change view of performance over time. 

 

The Lost Profit Analysis shows where you’re 
spending the most money. 

 
You can remove items that you can’t change 
to get a view of variable-only costs 

  
 

You can edit which period you see 
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The Score Card gives you a view of each line 
item’s performance to allow you to deep-dive 
into your financial performance. 

 
 

The Income Tracker is a rolling snapshot of 
the past 12 months. Blue is your chapter’s 
performance and orange is the comparison. 

 

You can drill down into different areas to see 
how you compare – your performance pie 
graph will be on top and the comparison 
set/brand average is the second pie. 

 
 

After you’ve viewed financials and your 
reports, you can look at your forecasts. 
Forecasting helps you improve performance, 
once you’ve isolated areas where you want to 
do better. 

 
 

For example, toggle and change numbers to 
get a different view of what would happen to 
your financials if you made those 
adjustments.  

 
 

Scrolling to the bottom will show you what 
that does to your bottom line. Keep adjusting 
until you get the forecast you want to present 
to the board. 
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Ranking Report – Compare your performance to other 
chapters  

Under the Reports tab, there are options to 
see Period Category and Period Summary 
Ranking Reports by Location. 

 

Choose the accounting period and location. 
 

 

A colorful P&L will show you how you’re 
ranked in each account against other 
chapters. 
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